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“to have the CouRage  
to make that bLaCk 
maRk on a spaRse 
white pieCe of papeR 
you have to be veRy 
Confident. it’s the 
definition, theRe’s  
no gRey aRea. it’s 
bLaCk oR it’s white.”

rugman

Make Your Mark

Welcome to make your mark, a series of experimental books  
designed to celebrate the fringe scientist, the artist, the visionary,  
the out-there thinker, the mark maker that is in us all. 

the history of the intentional mark is also the history of the  
evolution of the human, and crucial to this history has been the  
means with which we have made that mark. However, if the brush,  
the chisel or the wrench are tools from which we can – and have –  
conceivably imagined whole real worlds, then the computer,  
for all its extraordinary usefulness, receives short shrift as a maker  
of real marks. the digital is not, so goes the argument, the hand,  
and where there is no evidence of the hand, so there is nothing  
of the human. unrecognizable, it alienates. It fails to move us.

the reality, of course, is that the computer is nothing like this.  
on the contrary: it is an enormously creative tool, and in the hands  
of some, the super few, it is the most radical mark maker we can  
possibly imagine. make your mark seeks to uncover and so celebrate  
these super humans, their marks and their mark maker, the computer.  
In doing so, we celebrate ourselves, our humanity, the joys  
of the imagination. 
 
Please, join us. Be moved.

ForeWord
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IntroduCtIon

I, HuMan

Greetings human. It is the year 2014. Isaac asimov’s deeply prophetic 
I, Robot is sixty-four years old. neither fear monger nor deferential 
treatise, it is the work of a great humanist. In nine short stories asimov 
examines and puts to test – via its now famous governing ideologue, 
the three Laws of robotics – the future of man’s relationship with 
machine. His conclusion: the machine, developed and used properly,  
is the keeper of everything that makes us human.

asimov’s belief in the good of technology, of the machine as tool,  
is born of the understanding that it is – and always has been –  
a great friend of human imagination, of the maker, the creator,  
the artist in all of us. Humans have ideas. Ideas need bringing out  
into the world. technology is the great enabler of the idea,  
the solution. From rudimentary stone tools to the invention  
of the wheel to the computer, technology has been the primary 
facilitator of human imagination.

at its forefront has been, as asimov might say, the human of the  
future, the individual captivated by the potential of technology,  
the artist, the interfacer, the one prepared to experiment with  
and make use of our technology in ways as breathtakingly original  
as they are intelligent. they are our techno-guerrillas, our tool 
adapters, our practical futurists. they are our artists on the edge.   

and it is to these, asimov’s super humans, that we pay homage. 
Inspired by I, Robot, and by the advent of our greatest tool, the 
computer, make your mark invites a talented and purposely diverse 
group of painters, illustrators, graphic novelists, street artists and 
designers to make their own technologically enabled mark, to create  
a work made entirely with stylus and tablet; and in doing so, explore 
the future of the computer as the art maker’s tool, as asimov’s  
perfect technological enabler, as a machine capable of bringing out  
the artist in all of us. 

super humans: It is time. 
Inspire us. 
make your mark.  
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roBBIe
by Luke Waller

MakIng eMotIon art

Luke’s love for I, Robot – and in 
particular for the story Robbie – boils 
down to its emotional content, the  
first chapter’s character-led plot,  
the little girl’s strength of personality, 
the multi-meaning of new york, 
the final and seemingly impossible 
reconciliation of Gloria and her robot. 
turning ‘the emotion into colour’,  
Luke creates a retro-futurist world  
as seen through the on-a-mission  
eyes of a girl in search of her  
best friend. 

DelIcatelY DIrtY
 
If Luke Waller’s art owes much  
to the digital, there is no doubt that 
his is a look born of the real-world 
unpredictability of the pencil mark.  
the challenge here was how to 
translate his delicately dirty style 
electronically. Fortunately, there  
was no delay in the pencil mark,  
even when making quick confident 
lines, which is, as he says, key to 
creating good work. speed.  
accuracy. Immediacy.  

Feted for his intelligent and  
deliberately  dirty style, Luke Waller  
is one of Britain’s newest and  
brightest illustrators, his work 
regularly commissioned by the likes  
of the Financial times and Italy’s 
Panorama magazine, his client list 
including nike, samsung and  
La revue.  

lukewaller.co.uk 

Luke Waller: robbie

“my aim is aLways  
to tRy and get  
the vieweR of  
the images to not 
just see what the 
ChaRaCteRs aRe  
feeLing but to tRy  
to heLp them feeL it. 
if i Can get them  
to Live paRt of the 
stoRy i am happy.”
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“if you Removed  
the digitaL eLements  
fRom my woRk  
i wouLd be aLmost  
non-existent.”

Luke Waller

Luke Waller: robbie
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runaround 
 

by kathrin Jacobsen

kathrin Jacobsen: runaround

For tHe over-love  
oF PosItronIa

Inspired by the ‘trusty comically  
straight forward old school’ look 
of the robots, the clunky suited 
astronauts and by a super-robot 
drunk on its own ‘sophisticated-ness’, 
kathrin’s immediate idea was one of 
great movement, a mixture of wild 
robotic prance and mercury poisoned 
faint-walk, the final jaunty lines 
complementing perfectly  
a story about the dangers of being  
too clever for one’s own good.   

tecHnIque  
runarounD 
 
For the purposes of developing a 
typically runaround style for what 
she calls her ’idea-line’, kathrin 
Jacobsen was after a technique that 
was as definite as it is confident, lines 
that would emulate drawing with 
ink. Pleasantly surprised by a stylus 
capable of ‘making beautiful lines’, she 
was able to work fast, the quick comic 
nature of the story reflected in a bold, 
experimental style, one that finished 
with the unexpected inclusion of a 
whipped-out phrase of cursive text.  

a highly accomplished illustrator 
and graphic designer, German artist 
kathrin Jacobsen is a veritable 
polymath. she has designed books 
and brochures for the royal academy 
of arts and exhibition graphics for 
the likes of sony, mtV and samsung; 
illustrates for a range of print and 
digital media; and has recently been 
commissioned to write and illustrate 
her first picture book. 

kathrinjacobsen.com

“my woRk is Line –  
and idea – based;  
somehow most  
of the time the  
fiRst dRawing gets 
the spiRit of the idea  
oR CaptuRes the 
movement Right  
(whiCh eaCh time  
i onLy RemembeR  
afteR doing quite  
a few dRawings).”
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“the futuRe of aRt  
Lies with peopLe  
who use the Right  
RefeRenCes, theiR own 
ideas and finaLLy the 
appRopRiate tooLs  
(may that be anaLogue 
oR digitaL – i Can’t  
see one being moRe 
vaLid than the otheR) 
to CReate something 
that is ReLevant  
to time & pLaCe and 
speaks to peopLe,  
as it aLways has been.”

 
kathrin Jacobsen

kathrin Jacobsen: runaround
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reason  
 
 
by rugman 

rugman: reason

MessIaH coMPlex 

Brought up a Catholic, on a diet 
of the supernatural, rugman’s 
take on a story that examines the 
megalomaniacal results of a machine 
that believes itself a god is suffused  
in a litany of religious symbol, sign  
and gesture, the traditional context  
a nod to both his own early work and  
to asimov’s portrayal of a ‘robotic 
Jesus Christ.’

Black lIne, Punk ZIne

Having never previously drawn with 
stylus and tablet, rugman’s first dally 
with the world of digital freehand is 
an irreverent romp through a learning 
process that is all about keeping it 
bold, the emphasis placed firmly on 
the line. aided by the stylus’s natural 
precision, it is a style taken from 
the street and applied with grinning 
knowingness to a story ripe with 
religious iconography.              

Very much of the once a skate-
punk always a skate-punk school, 
Glaswegian rugman’s talent for 
graphic design – as well as for 
drawing, illustration and the nocturnal 
worlds of the stencil – has seen him 
work in europe and the us, exhibit 
in the likes of Barcelona, Berlin and 
California, and set up his own street 
wear company rum knuckles. 

rugmanart.com   

“I’Ve aLWays Been  
a massIVe LoVer  
oF oLd sCHooL tattoos,  
tHe deFInIte mark.”
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“theRe is no gRey aRea, 
it’s bLaCk oR it’s 
white. my phiLosophy 
is if it Looks good  
in bLaCk and white 
you Can add CoLoR 
LateR on.”

rugman
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CatCH a raBBIt   
by ahn Zhe 

ahn Zhe: Catch a rabbit

tHe BInarY oF anxIetY

ahn’s fascination for Catch a rabbit’s  
overriding atmosphere of frustration 
and anxiety serves as an excellent 
catalyst for his portrayal of 
mathematics gone awry. a picture  
of the temporarily confused, he 
captures both the humour and the 
teetering self-consciousness of a  
robot that both knows and does not 
know. It’s sad. It’s funny. 

tecHnIque geoMetrY

Crucial to ahn Zhe’s working technique 
is the fact that he should be given free 
rein to explore a style designed to 
render his malfunctioning robot both 
alien and human. almost impossible, 
he manages by using sketchbook 
Pro, combining the heavily pencilled 
geometry of the machine with the very 
occasional sign of emotion – tears or 
anger. direct, varied, heavy or light, the 
lines show a delicate and sure touch. 
superb draftsmanship.

a compulsive drawer, taiwanese 
artist ahn Zhe’s childhood passion 
for comics provides the platform and 
archive for an extraordinary talent, 
one that has resulted in a style as 
at home in graphic design as it is 
illustration. He won first prize in 2013 
at switzerland’s Fumetto  Comix-
Festival Lucerne, while his work was 
recently nominated for the angouleme 
International Comics Festival. 

ahnzhe.com

“i beLieve  
theRe is  
suCh a thing  
as a  
maChine souL...”
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“the futuRe of aRt  
Lies with the digitaL.  
aRt wiLL be expRessed  
in diveRse ways –  
and peopLe Can ReCeive  
aRt infoRmation  
immediateLy.”

ahn Zhe

ahn Zhe: Catch a rabbit
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LIar!    
by Jing X Hu

Jing X Hu: Liar!

tHe art oF a FaIleD etHIcs 

Inspired by the unhinging of Herbie’s 
ethics programming, and by the 
seemingly robotic-like nature of the 
principle human character, Jing’s is 
variously a literal, figurative and deeply 
emotional interpretation of Liar!: 
Herbie is driven mad; dr Calvin is  
lied to; Herbie and dr Calvin merge  
in a cyborgian tangle of mis-meaning.  
With just stylus and tablet, she 
captures beautifully the story’s 
unhappy logic, its philosophical 
poignancy, the essential differences 
between code and human.   
        

renDer tHe Dark 

Intent on properly rendering Herbie 
the mind reading robot’s emotionally 
charged dilemma, Jing X Hu opts for  
a two-pronged attack, as an illustrator 
and a painter. sketching in layers,  
the fluid diversity of the stylus allowing 
for two very different ‘line heavy’ 
styles, she chooses in the last of her  
experiments for a more delicate and 
painterly harmonising of colours. rich, 
dark and wonderfully uncomfortable.

a prodigious talent, the singaporean 
illustrator, graphic novelist and  
painter Jing X Hu describes her work 
as an art of the surreal wastelands.  
a hyper-opulent form born of her love 
for manga, it is a talent that has seen 
her publish her graphic novel Lament, 
write and illustrate for a national 
newspaper in singapore, and exhibit 
work in singapore Capital, Chicago  
and London. 

pinkjellyo.daportfolio.com
“eveRy day befoRe  
i go to sLeep,  
i spend about  
10 oR 20 minutes  
just CLosing my eyes 
and thinking of the 
naRRative of a stoRy.  
i usuaLLy think  
of myseLf as the  
main ChaRaCteR.”
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“i feeL that ReaLity  
is often daRkeR  
than imagination.”

Jing X Hu
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Lost  
LIttLe roBot     
by Vaan tsao 

Vaan tsao: Lost Little robot

BraIn PIckIngs 

typically, Vaan’s reading of  
Lost Little robot is supplemented  
by a diverse set of influences –  
a line from a Pulp song, the works of  
alex Grigg, e.H Gombrich’s thoughts  
on optical illusion, recent zines –  
all of which condense in a set of  
menacingly surreal interpretations,  
the linking visual motif a series of  
brain operations, metaphors for  
a programme on the blink.  

FrenZIeD stYlus

Her multifarious interests in the 
fragment, puzzles and overlapping 
patterns perfectly suited to a story of 
a robot lost and potentially dangerous, 
Vaan tsao’s delicate, painterly finish 
belies plenty of freehand drawing. For 
composition purposes she opts for the 
Colour Pencil, while brushing in the 
background, sculpting in the principle 
objects and finishing with a series of 
dense ‘surface lightening’  
rub-out strokes.  

already a face in the twin worlds 
of Chinese illustration and graphic 
design, London-based student Vaan 
tsao’s painterly style has already seen 
her design typography and graphics 
assets for a game developer, appear in 
solo exhibitions at the China academy 
of art in Hangzhou, and intern as  
editorial illustrator for the european 
Business review. she was published  
in sassy Zine in 2013. 

vaantsao.co.uk“ReaListiCaLLy,  
aRtifiCiaL inteLLigenCe  
is a manmade teChnique. 
it Cannot be equaL  
to ConsCiousness oR 
mentaL awaReness.  
i pondeR whetheR a  
meChaniCaL funCtion 
Can distinguish with 
ReaL souL.”
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“tradItIonaL artIstIC 
CreatIon Can CoeXIst 
WItH dIGItaL aPerture  
But I WouLdn’t say  
tHat one Cannot LIVe 
WItHout tHe otHer.”

Vaan tsao

Vaan tsao: Lost Little robot
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esCaPe!      
 
 
by Wes Louie 

suBstance over stYle

In keeping with the demands of an 
eclectic practice, Wes’s approach to 
escape! sees style dictated by the 
varied substance of the story: asimov’s 
descriptions of Brain, a static robot 
capable of enabling hyperspace travel; 
the eerie interiors of a ship stripped 
of the usual functions and amenities; 
the moment when the travellers cease 
– in theory – to exist. atmospheric art 
making at its very best.  

Master oF tHe FreeHanD

Given his decade’s worth of experience 
in whole-digital art making, the 
techniques required for Wes Louie’s 
illustrations are born of a backpack 
rammed with experience, each 
sketched and then drawn on different 
layers, the stylus’s real-world press 
and turn feel fully utilised, the sense  
of ‘drag’ helping cancel out the  
other-worldly glass effect that 
normally characterises drawing 
on tablet. a masterclass in digital 
freehand illustration. 

american concept artist, illustrator 
and digital veteran, Wes Louie is a 
leading CGI and gaming storyboard 
creative. He has worked on the  
likes of star Wars, thor, skylanders 
and simCity Creator, while clients  
include Zoic studios, digital domain 
and disney.  

weslouie.com/work

“the pRoCess of  
CReating foR me  
is just a way to  
expRess myseLf  
oR my thoughts and 
that staRted at a  
ReaLLy young age.”
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“so when i staRt a new pRojeCt  
i go as CRazy as possibLe  
and then puLL it baCk in.”
 

Wes Louie Wes Louie: escape!
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eVIdenCe  
by Joseph Baker 

Joseph Baker: evidence

FacIal conFusIon 

sparked by the wonderful possibility 
that the principle character– a 
prominent citizen about to stand for 
mayor of new york – might simply be 
the result of a ‘build up of digital data’, 
Joseph’s two different interpretations 
concentrate entirely on the face, the 
‘is he, isn’t he?’ theme concentrated 
exactly where we would usually seek 
a definitive answer. Portraits of the 
unknown, the unknowable and the 
never to be known.  

stYleD exPerIMents

In developing techniques in response 
to a story that at base examines 
whether it is possible to define the 
human by what it is to be a moral 
being, Joseph Baker explores two 
stylus-heavy styles, the options 
vis-a-vis thickness of line, choice of 
mark maker and method of stroke an 
ongoing fascination. It is a technique 
suited to the ambiguity of a tale that 
will eventually sidestep final resolution.  

Just 15 years old, British, a pupil at 
Claires Court school in Cookham, an 
athlete, martial artist and budding 
illustrator, Joseph Baker has the world 
to come, his talent for drawing  
a serious string to what looks like a 
very fine bow.  
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tHe IneVItaBLe 
ConFLICt     
by kako 

kako: the Inevitable Conflict

a MatHeMatIcs oF tHe sYMBol

Isaac asimov’s final I, robot story  
examines the ethics of collateral 
damage, the rational of justifiable 
loss set against the ideological basis 
for once seemingly airtight laws, all 
of which results in an omnipresent 
machine, and so provides rich 
pickings for kako to import ideas as 
represented by the likes of the binary 
code, the I Ching, the eye of Horus and  
the endless knot. symbol-maps  
of the machine as god, a hidden code  
that is as prehistoric as it is other 
worldly... For the wonderful kako,  
the past is a whole other planet.         
 

vector WIZarD

a seasoned digital artist, kako’s 
approach borrows heavily from his 
experience with vector-based art 
works, the heavy use of patterning the 
combined result of a super steady hand 
and his in-depth understanding of how 
best to approach work of a sculptural 
– as opposed to painterly – nature. a 
detailed study of the technology, it’s a 
touchdraw piece of wizardry.        

a highly original thinker, illustrator and 
graphic design artist, sao Paulo-based 
Brazilian kako works for advertising, 
publishing and editorial clients across 
the globe, is published in several books 
and was recently awarded a Gold Lion 
at the Cannes advertising Festival.

kakofonia.com

“the woRd unLess  
got stuCk in my mind.  
i didn’t know how, but 
that unLess wouLd be  
somehow usefuL. when 
i got baCk to sao pauLo, 
i was stiLL stuCk with 
that unLess. not suRe 
what to do with it i  
put it aside and kept 
ReseaRChing foR  
otheR ideas...”
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“...one eaRLy moRning  
it Came to me:  
ComputeR pRogRamming 
is based on Condition. 
most of the time,  
these Conditions aRe 
tRansLated by if oR  
unLess. that’s it.”
 

kako

kako: the Inevitable Conflict



“asimov is the  
foundation of modeRn 
sCienCe fiCtion.  
wheneveR you Read  
a book oR watCh a fiLm 
you find his dna on it.”

kako

the artwork for I, Human  
was created in the spring of 2014  
using nVIdIa directstylus technology,  
as driven by tegra processors




